
A COMPARISON OF THE CANADIAN AND THE US TELEVISION AND THE

WAY IT AS A MEDIA INFLUENCES PEOPLES VIEW

The scheduling of television programming in North America must cope with different time zones This can affect how
commercial broadcasters schedule their programming for some viewers in the U.S. with access to Canadian broadcast
networks. However, one channel, the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network.

The Grammy Awards historically delayed its live ceremonies for West Coast viewers. The stations being
broadcast in restaurants or hotel lobbies might simply be the decision of a business owner or building
manager. Eastern Time, excluding for opening and closing ceremonies, and gold medal matches, that are now
routinely televised live all across the U. This permits more viewers to watch the broadcast live in prime time
although not all , as the show can air in its usual timeslot in all markets, but incurs the expense and difficulty
of delivering two live broadcasts. No limits at home The number of Canadians with unlimited data packages at
home is growing. There is no such thing as a model or ideal Canadian. Occasionally, networks will produce
and broadcast the same live event twice in one night â€” broadcasting once on an East Coast feed, and again
on a West Coast feed three hours later. When it first expanded its programming into prime time in April , Fox
became the first major broadcast network in the U. Some cable channels only offer one broadcast feed, where
viewers see the same program in all time zones. Unlike in the United States, virtually all live events, including
live entertainment shows and sports television, are simultaneously broadcast nationwide in Canada. We should
not even be able to agree upon the kind of Canadian to choose as a model, let alone persuade most people to
emulate it. Broadcasters offer East and West Coast feeds of some basic cable channels for viewing in all time
zones. Bandwidth-intensive applications like video calling and movie, TV and music streaming mean the
demand for unlimited data is stronger than ever. The Eastern Time Zone is commonly used as a de facto
official time for the United States because it includes the nation's capital city, Washington D. Pacific in Los
Angeles. Moreover, ABC noted that the chances of West Coast votes differing substantially from other
viewers was statistically small. In , PBS began using Internet servers instead of separate feeds for time
delaying of its programming to the network's member stations. Intra-Canadian airfares are highâ€”it is cheaper
and more common to visit the United States than to visit another province. Eastern and Pacific. Eastern and
Pacific Time. In the United States, distant over-the-air broadcast stations affiliated with the six broadcast
networks are offered by direct-broadcast satellite providers as well as C-band services that do not offer locally
based affiliates for most individual markets, allowing viewers to choose between the east and west feeds of a
given network. The maple leaf is the symbol most associated with Canadian identity. This was done as PBS
had upgraded its main program feed to high definition or to widescreen digital at the very least in December ,
but satellite capacity allowed for only Eastern and Pacific time zone feeds, prompting the removal of the
Central and Mountain time zone feeds and a shared feed for Alaska and Pacific time zones in February , which
created complaints from PBS stations. Or grabbed a drink at a bar and realized that Fox News was being
broadcast to its customers? Beginning the late s, however, several award shows, such as the Golden Globes
Awards and Billboard Music Awards , joined the Oscars in conducting the same format of live broadcasts in
response to longstanding general criticisms from the multimedia industry and viewers alike on some live
shows televised real-time to the East Coast but are being tape-delayed for West Coast viewers, albeit the fact
that some of them originate from Los Angeles area. However, local stations maintain the scheduling patterns
of their affiliates in Manitoba which are CT but do observe DST , and do not follow the schedule patterns of
their Alberta counterparts when DST is in effect. Please expand the section to include this information. There
are several traditions in Canadian humour in both English and French. For instance, live shows in Canada are
aired to entirety at the same time in all time zones based on Eastern time. Despite shifting broadcast sources
between Los Angeles and New York since , the Grammys continued to use the format, making it the first
major award show to have aired live across all U. Networks may also broadcast a third feed specifically for the
Mountain Time Zone, on which programs are usually broadcast on a one-hour delay from the Eastern Time
Zone. Because primetime programs on the East Coast feed are simulcast in two time zones, stations in the
Central Time Zone are affected differently from those in the Eastern Time Zone. Though much of the effect is
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positive, concerns around data privacy and security are becoming increasingly important as Canadians spend
more of their waking hours online. CT whereas an equivalent program in the U. As of , the Tony Awards
which are usually broadcast live from New York City remain the only major award show to have never
conducted live coast-to-coast telecasts. Next highest were the national anthem, the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police and hockey. Various trends can be noted in Canadian comedy. Central time to lampoon this
inconsistency by presenting a New Year's celebration for the Central Time Zone. The servers imitate a delayed
program feed, broadcasting the program at the correct airtime as if it were being broadcast via satellite.
However, starting , the award show's rightsholder, CBS, began to allow its stations in the Western U. The
usage of dual feeds of the same channel is a commonplace method for premium channels such as HBO ,
Showtime and Starz , in which the Pacific time zone feed of the primary channel is packaged with the East
Coast feed of the main channel and the pay service's multiplex channels if the premium channel has any.


